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1. Introduction and Background
It is important to control the design structure and
operating parameters of the system such that its
response time for queries and problem reports is within
acceptable limits.
The queuing network involves
a prioritized combination of flow-through query
requests, and circulating requests (circulating requests
are re-entered into their specific queues upon the
initiation of service). The model required for flow
analysis of the queuing network was unusual because
of the combination of system properties: multiple
priorities;
re-circulating
message
subsets;
programmable cyclic queue service polling pattern
(called “program” below) to implement the priorities;
multiple,
queuing-network-load-dependent,
class
service.
Below we describe the development of a flow analysis
model and solution for this application. The model
developed incorporated all of these behavioral
properties, allowing estimated execution time
performance to occur. The solution can assist the
designers in assuring that the system will perform
adequately.

Background
Basic queuing analysis has been developed over many
years, and is described in many textbooks [e.g.,
1,2,5,7,15,17]. Computer system modeling can often
be characterized/approximated as a product form
queuing network [4,5,8,9,10]. Reference [11] contains
a survey of this field. In our case, however, the cyclic

service program, as a means to implement priorities, is
effectively a polling system. Queuing analysis of
polling systems has also been widely studied and
reported [6,12,13,16]. Reference [14] contains a survey
of earlier work in this area. Our application can fall
into the area of “limited service, infinite queue polling
systems,” [3]. However, unlike this prior work, our
requirements include a network-load-dependent, and
conditional multiple service. We have not found earlier
work, which contains the set of properties inherent in
this application.

2. System description
The application system is a software-based electrical
power monitoring/control system. The design, based
on the client-server model, consists of the following
components (mostly software).
• Power Metering and Protection Devices, which
report data/statistics about, and control, the power
at selected monitoring/control points in the system.
• The Network layer, which connects the devices to
a single central system.
• System Server, which sets up and administrates a
specified system.
• Device Objects, which translate user and system
requests into a specific device requests.
• Protocol Objects, which enqueue and service the
user and system requests to devices.
The Protocol Objects implement multi-level
prioritization schemes.
Every request made to a
Protocol Object carries two types of priorities: the
primary one is the priority of the requested data type,
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and the secondary one is the priority of requested
device object. To accommodate the prioritization
demands, the Protocol Objects each implement two
types of queues as shown in Figure 1. One type is used
for one-time requests and the other type for circulating
requests (reentered in the queue after service). Each
queue set consists of G groups of queues, in which a
separate group is used for each primary priority level.
Each group consists of R request queue pairs, where a
separate pair is used for each secondary priority level.
Service priority is achieved through a program cycle,
which specifies an order of queue service and allows
individual queues to be serviced a multiple number of
times/places in a cycle. One member of the pair, which
is serviced before the other, handles one-time requests
for a device. The second member of the pair is used
only for circulating requests.
Figure 1 shows a sample protocol queue set. There
are three sets of three queue pairs (G = 3, R = 3).
Requested devices are activated through a Port/Device
server object. Device activations are made in
succession (by message) as long as the next requested
device is idle, without waiting for device completion.
This provides for conditional multiple server behavior.
A typical system can have a multiplicity of protocol
queue sets, each with attached Port/Device server
objects and a unique set of devices. Communications
between Port/Server objects and devices varies with
each application, and could be independent or shared
(e.g., Ethernet).
Scheduled
Requests to
Devices Via
one Port
Object
Request
Arrivals
From
Device
Objects

Scheduler

Port/Device
Server

Device Servers

One Prioritized Protocol Queue Set

Figure 1

3. Description of System Model
3.1 Port/Device Server Analysis
Every T time units, a thread is activated, which scans
through the multiplicity of Ports in round robin fashion
and initiates all the next programmed priority requests
for which the requested devices are successively
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available (idle). There is no implicit waiting for a
device to respond. Thus the Ports act as multiserver
stages, but have no internal queuing, forcing all request
waiting to occur within the Protocol Queue set. A Port
is connected to a unique subset of the overall Device
set, and all requests for a specific device are routed by
the system to its unique Protocol Queue set and Port.
The Port Object is modeled as a unity length buffer to
hold the message for transmission to a messagespecified device. See Figure 2. The total input
Read/Write request rate to each Port Object buffer
must match the input rate to the Protocol Object
queues.

p D1

Device
1 , TiD1

λ iD1
Port i
Objec
t
Buffe
r

λ iD S
Device
S i , TiDS

pDS

i

Figure 2
In the above figure, we associate Di devices with Port
i, and assume that we have lumped all arrival rates to
each of these devices. Thus λij contains the entire
arrival rate from Protocol Object i to Device j which
is connected to Port i . Each such input rate consists of
two major components:

λiDj = λiADj + λiBDj ,
where the A component represents the effective arrival
rate coming from the circulating Request Queues; and
the B component represents the total arrival rate
coming from the Read/Write Request Queues, all from
Protocol Queue set i. λiBD is defined a-priori, and
j

λiAD j =

cij (no.of .active. A.queues. for.D j )
Tcycle

i

which cannot be calculated numerically until the
program cycle time, Tcycle , is determined for protocol
i

Queue set i. Since the cycle time is a function of the
queuing network loading, and the λiAD depends upon
j
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the cycle time, the effective service time has loaddependence. Also, cij is the number of programmed

3.2 Switched Behavior

services for queue ij in one cycle.

The thread which activates Protocol Queue sets and
related Ports is activated every TA time units. Since
this time interval is short relative to the typical device
service times, it is likely that for each activation only a
subset of Ports will have become idle. There is some
wasted time in service when a device has become
available, but the port must yet wait for a thread
activation.

Si

Let the total input request rate be λ T = ∑ λ iDj .
i

j =1

The probability of each device j service request
λ iDj
is p Dj =
, since all devices may be
λT
i

simultaneously busy. The behavioral model assumed is
that if the next request in the priority program requests
a device which is busy, the worker thread moves to the
next Protocol Queue set and related Port in a round
robin fashion. Each device has a utilization, ρ iD (the
j

jth device connected to Port i ).
ρ iD = λ iD TiD ,
j

j

j

where TiD is assumed to be deterministic.
j

Since the devices represent parallel servers, albeit for
specific subsets of requests, there are instances when a
specific request must be delayed. Since multiple
queues in the Protocol queue set may be delivering
requests to the same device, we do not know what
residual time yet exists for the prior, but still active,
device.
There is no effective way of determining this. In these
cases we make the “memoryless” assumption, which is
that the entire device time will yet occur. While this
suggests that the device times have an exponential
behavior/distribution, it also makes a “worst-case”
assumption.
Using the above ideas we can now estimate the overall
average Port/Device_set service time, E (TiD ) . We
note that when the requested device is available, the
service time contribution (with respect to the Protocol
Queue) is null, since the thread can immediately go to
the next request, which may need an available device.
Thus any effective delay/service time consists of
waiting for a busy device to complete. Therefore we
can average over just those possible states in which the
devices are busy.
Si

E (TiD ) = ∑ p iD TiD ρ iD ,
j =1

j

j

j

j

Essentially, this equation says that the only times that a
service delay exists are when a device is requested
( p iD ) and that device is already busy ( ρ iD ) .
j

Finally, the utilization of the Device Set (Port object),
ρiD = λT E (TiD ) .
i

We notice that a device is activated initially, and then
the queue_set/port is iteratively checked every TA time
units. Eventually, the port/device becomes available
and is re-activated. In this cycle of re-activation, we
note that there is a busy period, representing one
service, followed by an idle period. We now analyze
the average behavior of this effect.

 E (TiD ) 
 = ni , the expected number of times that

 TA 
TA can fully occur in E (TiD ) .
E (TiD )
as the fraction of time
E (TiD ) + E (Tidle )
the queue service is busy, and

Define f i =

1 − f i as the fraction of time the queue service is idle.
We note that E (Tidle ) = (ni + 1)T A − E (TiD ) , from the
above sketch.
Thus, f i =

E (TiD )
E (TiD )
=
E (TiD ) + (ni + 1)T A − E (TiD ) (ni + 1)T A

And the resulting effective service time,
E ' (TiD ) =

E (TiD )
= TA (ni + 1) .
fi

3.3 Protocol Queue Analysis

where TiD is the expected time for device function D j .

j

Here we estimate this performance effect and apply it
uniformly to all queues in the queue set. Consider
Protocol Queue Set i . We can estimate the expected
the Port/Device_Set i service time, E (TiD ) .

The overall model is shown in Figure 4. A continuous
flow of requests arrives from the device objects, and
arrives at a set of assigned cyclic, priority
Protocol_Queue sets. These are each served via a predefined cycle of accesses. The response data is placed
on a response queue, which is served by another
worker thread.
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Basic Queuing Cycle:
For each Protocol Queue Set i , there are 2 GR queue
pairs, grouped as G sets of R pairs each: Q jk , where
j , k represent the group and subgroup indices for each
pair, 1 ≤ j ≤ G ,1 ≤ k ≤ R .
Cyclic
Request
Queue Set

Requests
From
Device
Objects
To
Devices

Cyclic
Request
Queue Set

Port/Device Server

Port/Device Server

Requests to
Devices,
and
Responses
From
Devices
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f i = the fraction of time the thread is busy (see
Section 2),
E (T jkD ) = the expected service time for Q jk , if the
queue were continuously active, and also programselected.
We now need to determine the expected service time
under these circumstances, and also in the context of
program selection ( E (T jkD )" ).We first will estimate the
time over the specific request probabilities, and their
device utilizations for the referenced queues
M jk

E (T jkD ) ≈ t S + ∑ p D ρ D TD , where
r

r =1

r

r

M jk = the quantity of active request (device) types in
the queue.

Responses
From
Devices
To Device
Objects

Response
Queue

pD =
r

λD
λT

r

jk

pD =

Response
Queue

r

mr
M jk

mr = the number of device r requests on the
circulating queue
M jk

Figure 3

λT = ∑ λD , the total input arrival rate of
jk

We further identify the members of a pair as Q jkB for
the immediate requests and

Q jkA

for the cyclic

requests. Serving within a queue-pair occurs
alternately (e.g., for each service of queue A there is a
service of queue B). Each Subgroup has a polling
cycle, j1 , j2,...., j R (sequence of individual queue

services) which describes the polled cyclic order of
activations/service within a Group. Similarly, each
Group also has a polling cycle. For example, for
G = R = 3 , a Group polling cycle of (112 112 113) and
a Subgroup polling cycle of (112 112 113) result in a
total cycle of 100 queue pair visits (or 200 queue visits.

Cyclic Service Behavior, on a per-queue basis:
In this section, we determine how the cyclic behavior
influences a specific queue service time. We will
assume that we are referring to Queue Set i , and will
drop the i subscript for notational simplicity. Let:
E (T jkD )' = the expected service time over the various
request/data types for Q jk (e,g,
in Queue Set i ), given that the queue is
program-selected.
E (T jkD )
where E (T jkD )' =
,
fi

r =1

r

read/write requests
ρ D = the utilization of the requested device
r

r.
TD = the time cost of the device
r

r

for the

requested function.
t S = queue service software time cost
The logic for this approach is that a request at the head
of Q jk would need to wait for a same device to
become available as that needed for the request. Thus
we can average over just the devices represented by the
specific set of requests at Q jk , again invoking the
“memoryless” approximation.
The complication is now that each queue may be
delayed from being re-serviced by the polling program.
Therefore we must consider the behavior of the reservicing cycle in order to determine the actual reservice time. This requires us to examine all possible
re-visit sequences before we can determine the actual
queue cyclic service time.
Let ∆ jk = the expected inter-service delay, given the
condition that Q jk has just been serviced.
This means that E (T jkD )" = ∆ jk , where E (T jkD )" = the
actual expected service time under cyclic conditions.
The entirety of the time until the next service depends
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upon how many device waits occur in the intervening
program steps.
ρ jk " = λT E (T jkD )" = λT ∆ jk , for a non-circulating
jk

jk

C 

 λT Tcycle E (TmD )'
Tcycle = ∑  ∑
+ ∑ E (Tmd )'
Cm

m =1
n∈B
n∈A
C
λT E (TmD )' C
+ ∑ ∑ E (TmD )'
Tcycle = Tcycle ∑ ∑
Cm
m =1n∈ A
m =1n∈B
jk

m

jk

queue.

jk

m

Note that for a circulating queue, the utilization is
either 1, or 0 , depending on whether it has any
customers. Thus we do not need to do this type of
calculation for a circulating queue. However, we do
need to estimate the time delay caused by circulating
queue service. We note that this equation shows that
each stand-alone utilization for a read/write queue will
increase incrementally because of the polling process,
as we would expect. To determine the inter-service
delay, ∆ jk , we need to average over all possible poll
contexts in which Q jk executes.

1 C
∑ ∆ jk , where n denotes each successive
C jk n=1
member of the set of cycle positions for the queue, and
C jk is the number of poll visits to Q jk . . This
jk

∆ jk =

n

expression simply averages the interposition program
delay over the set of cyclic positions. We note that:
Rn

∆ jk = ∑ ρ
n

m =1

"
m E (TmD )' ,

where the summation is over the interval between
position n and the next sequential position in the
program cycle, when the same queue is re-serviced.
Rn represents the quantity of sequential queue
positions in the intervening interval queue positions
for occurrence n , and m represents the identity of the
intervening queue positions
For each position there is a specific interval service
sequence of length Rn , for which the time
interval, ∆ jk must be specified as shown above.

C jk

∑ ∑ E (TmD )'

m =1n∈B

Tcycle =

C jk

1− ∑ ∑

we

must

individually

specify

the

Rn

appropriate ∑ ρ m " E (T jkD )' for each of these cycles.
m −1

By algebraic manipulation:
C jk Rm

C jk

Tcycle = C jk E (T jkD )" = C jk ∆ jk = ∑ ∆ jk = ∑ ∑ ρ m" E (TnD )'
m =1

m

m =1n =1

Now by separating the circulating queue terms from
the non-circulating queue terms, and by substituting for
λT Tcycle
ρ m" ( ρ m" = λT E (TmD )" =
), we can write:
Cm
m

m

.

m

Cm
This final expression can now be used to estimate the
cycle time.
m =1n∈ A

We have now shown how all the variables in the
system are interrelated. Finally, to get a numerical
solution, one can initially estimate a numerical value
for Tcycle , and then progress through the above solution
stages, as described. Upon completion, one obtains
another Tcycle value, which can be used as the basis for
another round of calculation. When the starting and
final values for Tcycle are near-equivalent, the solution
has stabilized, and the system evaluation can be done:
Given this solution, we can calculate, for each
queue and for the overall system, a set of
properties (e.g.,):
 The
queue
utilization,
ρ jk " ,

ρ "jk =

λT Tcycle
jk

C jk



The cyclic service time, E (T jkD )"



The

estimated

queue delay (M/M/1
E (T jkD )"
estimate), Tdelay =
1 − ρ jk "
The average number of requests waiting,
N jk = λ jk Tdelay − ρ jk "
jk



jk

n

Therefore,

λT E (TmD )'



Average
3

Overall

Requests

Waiting,

3

∑ ∑ N jk for a immediate queue
j =1 k =1

Also, we can check the status of each queue for
stability (since it is possible in this type of system to
inadvertently create instability for one of the queues).
For each Q jk , ρ ij "< 1 .
For each Protocol Queue set and related Port, there is a
Response Queue, whose function is to hold the
response data which has been received from devices in
response to earlier requests. The behavior of the
response queue can be handled by conventional single
queue analysis, and is not further considered here.
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4. Example
System Description: Three circulating queues, two
immediate queues and four devices.
TD1 = 1.4, TD2 = 0.9, TD3 = 1.5, TD4 = 1.
For immediate queues:
λ1D1 = 0.15, λ1D2 = 0, λ1D3 = 0, λ1D4 = 0.03
λ2D1 = 0, λ2D2 = 0.05, λ2D3 = 0, λ2D4 = 0.01
For circulating queues:
Q1: requests to devices 1, 2 and 3.
Q2: requests to devices 1 and 3.
Q3: requests to devices 2, 3 and 4.
Number of times queues get service per cycle:

Q1: C1 = 6, Q2: C2 = 3, Q3: C3 = 1. TA = 0.065.
Estimating the cycle time
First assume the devices utilizations is 0.5 for all
devices. Then for each queue calculate the expected
service time at the port using the equation: E(tiD) =
pD * ρD * TD .

∑

Circulating queues
E(t11) = 0.33 * 0.5 * 1.4 + 0.33 * 0.5 * 0.9 + 0.33 * 0.5
* 1.5 = 0.633
E(t12) = 0.5 * 0.5 * 1.4 + 0.5 * 0.5 * 1 = 0.6
E(t13) = 0.33 * 0.5 * 0.9 + 0.33 * 0.5 * 1.5 + 0.33 * 0.5
* 1= 0.5667
Immediate queues
E(t21) = 0.8333 * 0.5 * 1.4 + 0.1667 * 0.5 * 1 = 0.6666
E(t22) = 0.8333 * 0.5 * 0.9 + 0.1667 * 0.5 * 1 = 0.4583
For each queue find how many times that TA can fully
occur in E(t). n = E(t) / TA
N11 = 9, N12 = 9, N13 = 8
N21 = 10, N22 = 7
For each queue calculate the new expected service
E(t)` = TA * ( n + 1 ).
E(t11)’ = 0.65, E(t12)’ = 0.65, E(t13)’ = 0.585
E(t21)’ = 0.715, E(t22)’ = 0.52

∑ Ci * E (Ti )'

i =1

k

, m is

1 − ∑ λTj E (T j )'
j =1

the number of active circulating queues and k is the
number of active immediate queues.

Tcycle =

6 * 0.65 + 3 * 0.65 + 1 * 0.585
= 7.6598
1 − (0.18 * 0.715 + 0.06 * 0.52)

For each queue calculate the cyclic service time
E(Tij)’’ = Tcycle / Ci.
E(T11)’’ = 7.6598 / 6 = 1.2766, λ11 = 1/ E(T11)’’
= 0.78331
E(T12)’’ = 7.6598 / 3 = 2.5533, λ12 = 1/ E(T11)’’
= 0.39166
E(T13)’’ = 7.6598 / 1 = 7.6598 , λ13 = 1/ E(T11)’’
= 0.13055
E(T21)’’ = 7.6598 / 6 = 1.2766,

E(T22)’’ = 7.6598 / 3 = 2.5533
Calculate the new devices utilization.
λD1 = 0.33 * 0.78331 + 0.5 * 0.39166 + 0.15 = 0.60693
ρD1 = TD1 * λD1 = 1.4 * 0.60693 = 0.8497
λD2 = 0.33 * 0.78331 + 0.33 * 0.139055 + 0.05=
0.3546
ρD2= TD2 * λD2 = 0.9 * 0.3546 = 0.3192
λD3 = 0.33 * 0.78331 + 0.33 * 0.139055 = 0.3046
ρD3= TD3 * λD3 = 1.5 * 0.3546 = 0.4564
λD4= 0.5 * 0.39165 + 0.33 * 0.139055 + 0.04= 0.2793
ρD3= TD3 * λD3 = 1 * 0.2793= 0.2793
Using the new devices utilization we’ll repeat the same
above steps again. It’ll take four iterations to finally
have the final solution. Tcycle = 8.4783.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we develop a performance model for a
soft real time application. The model incorporates a
number of properties that not all common in other
available models such as a complex queueing system,
multiple priority levels, different types of requests,
load-dependent conditional multiple service, and a
polled service pattern. Our analytical model, which
requires an iterative numerical solution, can estimate
performance parameters for both the system and
specific queues. For the system we can estimate the
system utilization, the average cycle time and the
average number of requests in the system. Also, for
each queue we can estimate the cyclic utilization, the
average cyclic response time and the average number
of requests. In this manner, the model can predict the
bottlenecks in the system and help users investigate
and avoid unstable running modes. Both the
performance model and a sample application are
described.
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